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I hope that you will enjoy the selection of layouts that have been brought together 
for the show and that you will also enjoy browsing over the trade stands and please 
support our traders because without them we couldn’t afford to put on this show. 
There is a wide range of items available here today encompassing the full 
spectrum of this great hobby. In fact if you wanted to start out in the hobby today 
you would probably find everything you needed, and things you didn’t know you 
needed to set you on your way.

WELCOME TO OUR EIGHTH EXHIBITION

REFRESHMENTS ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
 A selection of light refreshments is The club would like to thank everyone 
available in the canteen by the front who has helped to put on the 
entrance. Take the weight off (your exhibition, but in par ticular The 
feet)…have a nice cup of tea and a Arnewood School Administrative team 
slice of cake. and the Site Manager and his team. 

TOILETS HEALTHY AND SAFETY NOTICE
These are available down the corridor Every effort has been made to ensure 
to the left of the main entrance. the health and safety of those 

attending this event. However, the 
premises open today may contain SECURITY
hazards such as uneven or slippery No responsibility can be accepted by 
surfaces, also steps, etc. Please take the South Coast Model Railway Club or 
care and keep children under The Arnewood School for damage to 
supervision at all times. Neither the or loss of personal property.
organisers of this event nor the owners For everyone’s peace of mind please 
of the premises open to the public and do not leave bags or any other items 
stall holders today, can accept liability unattended.
for loss, damage or injury of any kind 
howsoever caused or arising.FIRST AID

 A first Aid desk is located by the main All information in this guide is understood to 
be correct at the time of going to press.entrance.

Many thanks for attending



The South Coast Model Railway Club scenic 75ftx20ft double track main 

was started in 2006 by a group of line.

friends who wanted to be able to build 
00 Gauge is represented by two 

a large 0 Gauge layout that wouldn’t be 
layouts. A large permanent layout 

possible in a home setting.
some 42ftx7ft in a figure of eight loop 

Premises were secured and it quickly providing some 160 feet of running 

became apparent that, if we were track and the exhibition layout Canal 

going to be able to afford the rent and Side.

the other expenses, we needed to 
We are also in the early stages of 

expand the concept from just 0 Gauge 
developing a new N Gauge layout.

to include other gauges. Initial feelers 
If you think you might like to get went out to Gauge 1, 16mm, 15mm 
involved and join us, please ask for and Gauge 3 modellers. All but the 
details at the club stand. It must be latter expressed interest in the project 
worth the trip because we have and the club was launched.
members who travel from Poole, 

We have our own club room housing 
Bournemouth, Ringwood, Swanage, 

four permanently erected layouts and 
Sherborne, Fareham, Southampton, 

members have access to them 24/7.
and Beaulieu not to mention those on 

The 0 Gauge group usually gets the doorstep. If you’re reading this 

together on a Wednesday afternoon to after the show then please check our 

work on or run the 50ft x16ft main line website for contact details to arrange a 

and the 80ft branch line. visit and a chat over a cuppa.

The Gauge 1 group enjoy live steam 

indoor running all year round on their 
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1 RAILROOM ELECTRONICS  
Tel: 01929 550623 Fax: 01929 550623 
Web Site: www.railroomelectronics.co.uk  
Email: railroom@talktalk.net
Your one stop shop for railway related electronic, tools, modelling equipment etc.
We stock a comprehensive range of over 4000 items to bring life to your model 
railway world. We are stockists for Berko, Railroom, Langley Models, Model 
Power and Railroom Electronics range of working street, platform and yard lamps, 
Plastruct, Zap, Deluxe, Model Craft, Flexfile, Mr Hobby and much more...
New range of electronics modules from Block Signalling. Eckon, Berko, Railroom 
colour light signals and accessories. PECO, Hornby, Seep, Hoffman, Tortoise point 
motors and accessories. We also stock DCC products: Hornby, Gaugemaster and 
Bachmann. For your general wiring needs we stock equipment wire, heat-shrink, 
switches, LEDs, lamps, bulbs, plugs, sockets and connectors and much more.
We also supply LED strips, power supply units, controllers, transformers, gears 
and gear boxes. Soldering irons and soldering equipment, electrical tools, special 
tools and service aids. For your scenic needs we maintain stocks of metal tubing, 
angle rod, sheets, chain, wire, shuttle modules, fire and welding modules and 
much more.

2 RAY HEARD MODEL RAILWAYS 
Tel: 01823 480097 Email: rayheard66@btinternet.com
Supplier of kit built and hand made locomotives of all gauges with one of the 
largest stockists of new and second-hand locos and rolling stock in the South 
West.

3 RON LINES
Tel: 02380 772681 Email: r.lines@hotmail.co.uk
Website www.ronlines.co.uk
Ron Lines is a model railway shop run by enthusiasts for enthusiasts. We have a 
large selection of pre-owned model railways, as well as new PECO, Hornby, 
Bachmann, Graham Farish, Metcalfe and much more. We also have a website 
www.ronlines.com which has a large selection of our pre-owned locomotives. We 
are always looking to purchase any good, unwanted items or collections - any 
gauge considered. 



4 KERNOW MODEL RAIL CENTRE
Tel: 01209 714099   
Website: www.kernowmodelrailcentre.com
We stock a large range of new models in all scales and popular brands. Exclusive 
limited editions and worldwide mail order are specialities of ours. Our team are 
always happy to take your call on 01209 714099. We are open 7days a week so 
why not come and make a visit to Cornwall - find us at 98a Trelowarren St. 
Camborne, Cornwall TR14 8AN or visit our website for our extensive range - 
www.kernomodelrailcentre.com

5 KYTE LIGHTS
Model lighting specialist stocking the largest selection of model lighting in the UK

6 JOHN HENDERSON 
Pre Owned Items
Tel: 01425 402598
A comprehensive selection of mint, as new, pre-owned, desirable models and 
rolling stock in 00 scale plus accessories.

7 IRIS GUSCOTT
Charity Bookstand

8 DAVID SMITH BOOKS
Email: smith.and.sons@btconnect.com
Seller of high quality second hand books.

9 FIRST CLASS KITS
Tel: 01202 386195
Web Site: www.modelrailwaywagons.co.uk
Email: onthewagon22@hotmail.co.uk
Manufacturers of fine quality O gauge kits as well as the "Magiclic" range of 
magnetic couplings.

10 GREENWOOD MODEL RAILWAY PRODUCTS
Email: greenwoodmrp@outlook.com
Website: www.greenwoodmodelrailwayproducts.co.uk  
Bespoke and product line, laser cut models, loco storage boxes, baseboard 
construction



11 MODEL RAILWAY SOLUTIONS
Tel: 01202 798068      
Website: www.modelrailwaysolutions.co.uk 
N Gauge, OO Gauge, Other Gauges, Modelling, DCC/Sound, Pre-Owned, 
BASEBOARDS, Modular Baseboard Systems, Helix Kits

12 WHEELS OF SOUTHSEA
Tel: 02392 864280 Mobile: 07710 335989
Email: jeff.purslove@talktalk.net
Buses,Coaches, Cars, Lorries, Aircraft, Cult Classics, Kits...
Die cast models old and new, model kits, tv and film memorabilia, flags, postcards, 
badges and prints. We value and buy old models and collections. Mail order 
available.
Matchbox, Lledo, Corgi, Dinky, EFE, Maisto, Burago, Joal, OOC, Revell, Airfix, 
Siaco, IXO, Vanguards, Auto Art.
____________________________________________________________

13 ABINGDON 
An exercise in nostalgia
Abingdon in 0 gauge was a project designed and built by one man - the late David 
Yule. David was a professional railway permanent-way engineer but whose 
railway ancestry goes way back to 19th century Swindon, hence it was not really 
surprising that on retirement he decided to embark upon a project which would 
have likely defeated many others working solely on their own. David was one of 
those gifted men who was skilled at everything he touched, baseboards, scenery, 
structures, electrics, locomotives and rolling stock building - mostly scratch built 
at the time - and above all, track. Here, his professional life really shone through 
and it is certainly worth stopping for a while to look at the intricacies of what he 
achieved. The whole was built by this one man over a period of years in his tandem 
garage at home in Fareham but as will be appreciated its physical size meant its 
outings have been limited. With advancing years David reluctantly came to 
appreciate his opportunities for displaying his masterpieces were reducing, thus 
the layout was sold a decade ago in its entirety although this did not include any 
locomotives or rolling stock. It is displayed this weekend thanks to the kind help of 
the Southampton Model railway Society whose members' stock is also seen 
operating. In reality, Abingdon would have seen little more than an auto train for 
most of the day and perhaps also a single, daily freight - the latter often collecting 
new motor cars from the MG factory in town. We have attempted to vary the 



timetable with a little touch of liberalism, although still hopefully keeping true to the 
flavour of the branch line scene. Operationally, the layout needs a minimum of 
three operators and the "station man", also responsible for the lever frame  - all the 
signals work - which is also electrically interlocked. "No signal - no power - 
notrain", so we have all had to learn the correct method of operating point locks as 
well as signals! We do hope you enjoy this exercise in nostalgia.

14 STEPHEN'S LANE
The South Coast MRC has an O gauge exhibition layout named Stephen’s Lane. 
The name was chosen as a tribute to our founder and an oblique reference to our 
southern location. Stewarts Lane being the major depot for the Southern’s Eastern 
section. The layout represents a small “modern image” diesel stabling point with 
fuel and basic servicing facilities. It was developed to operate both as a stand-
alone exhibition layout and as an extension to the much larger fixed O gauge layout 
operated in our New Milton clubroom. A wide variety of locomotives and stock 
owned by club members are operated at exhibitions. Most stock represents BR 
diesel prototypes of all era’s and fitted with DCC sound. There are usually a few 
visiting steam locos too. The layout has featured on the cover of the Gauge O Guild 
News for August 2017 and a number of Youtube videos also show the layout in 
operation. The layout comprises three modular boards plus a fiddle yard. 16 feet 
long overall. An extension of additional 4 feet is being developed to increase 
operational flexibility. The aim is to have this extension fully operating at our 
exhibition in July 2019. Stephen’s Lane provides publicity for the club and an 
opportunity for members to develop links with other clubs, experience the 
exhibition environment and have fun!

15 TIDWORTH
What if....The ex-Midland and South Western Junction Railway route had survived 
between Romsey and Swindon via Andover Junction due to its importance as a 
secondary route from the North to the docks in Southampton, thus relieving 
pressure from the congested Reading to Basingstoke route and providing an 
alternative diversionary option?
The village of Tidworth increased in size with lots of homes constructed in the 
1970s and 80s due to the population demand in the Salisbury area, so much so 
that the previously military-only railway line was upgraded and the station rebuilt in 
the mid-80s just as NSE came into being. NSE serves the station with the services 
that previously terminated at Bedwyn from Reading continuing to Tidworth, plus 
the original Portsmouth to Andover Junction service is also extended to terminate 
at Tidworth.



The line sees MoD traffic that reverses in the station to access the Bulford Camp 
and the sidings close to Ludgershall, much of it coming from the Didcot yard via 
the Swindon routing but also from Marchwood and Eastleigh. The SWITCH 
warehouse at Tidworth receives a variety of traffic, mainly in vans for onward 
slurry is loaded into silver bullets which are combined with those from 
Quidhampton at Andover yard for onward movement.

16 WARTON ROAD
Warton Road was originally conceived as a 16ft shunting puzzle and has now 
grown to a substantial end to end layout that can be operated in 48, 72 and 100ft 
versions.
The fictional background for the layout is that, in the 1980s a preservation society 
has taken over a goods only country branch line and restored passenger services 
axed by the Beeching cuts some 20 years earlier.
The society operates a true community railway with its frequent steam service for 
tourists utilising a range of GWR, BR and SR locomotives supplemented by a 
regular first generation DMU service for the off peak passenger services. The line 
retains its goods traffic and the modern image enthusiast is catered for with a 
number of trip workings to and from South View Yard being operated over the 
length of the line by the national railfreight operators.
Warton Road is modelled to gauge 3 standards at 13.5mm to the foot and is 
presented as a large, battery radio control scale model railway with sizeable stock 
set in a detailed background created by experienced modellers.
The layout, which has featured in Hornby Magazine, is owned and operated by a 
group of friends, each contribute their own stock to the exhibition. 
With the friends having varying railway interests, visitors will observe everything 
from small 0-4-0 and 0-6-0 tank locos hauling a few wagons, through highly 
polished GWR 45xx and Manor class locomotives to modern diesels delivering 
100t crude oil tankers.

17 STAPLEFORTH ST STEPHEN'S
The layout is an N gauge mainline of freelance design, with track plan designed to 
provide train movements which are entertaining and hopefully appreciated by 
those watching and a headache to the operators if they make a mistake!
At exhibitions the layout will be set at the time of the privatisation era (1995 - 
present) and you will see representations of all locomotives and stock which have 
run during those years.
The layout is 15ft x 2ft 9in and provides continuous running from and to the fiddle 
yard accommodating 21 full trains (mostly freight) and as and end to end - fiddle 



yard to terminus station and return for 9 passenger trains. Where feasible, most of 
the rolling stock has been adapted with closer coupling to provide a more realistic 
appearance.
All track work is Peco "finescale" with the live-frog points operated by sub-
baseboard "Seep" motors - controlled by stud and probe via three independent 
circuits, each with its own capacitor discharge unit. at present, all "CR" colour light 
signals are set by the operators and your may see a "SPAD" from time to time.

18 FOLLY LANE
Owned and designed by Jason Hannant this 20ft x 7ft layout is based on the 
Southern Region in the mid 1990s. This layout features all DCC sound, automatic 
signalling, automatic level crossing, Hanson stone yard, new build housing estate 
and hand built one of a kind substation to name but a few. It runs a mixture of over 
15 passenger and freight services and includes an extensive range of stock which 
is constantly growing. Its main attraction is its DCC sound Flying Scotsman with 
smoke.

19 WYEVERN WHARF
The layout is set in the 1930/1950s and was built by the GWR somewhere in 
Somerset. A small country terminus which has a small goods yard, wharf and 
warehouse. Large locomotives can use the branch which connected to the main 
line thus enabling goods and passengers to travel to any part of the country.

20 WESTON ROAD
Based on the fictional town of Weston of the Mold, Weston Road offers multiple 
scenes which will keep any spectator viewing for some time, Each scene has its 
own story to discover and find,. With four lines plus a station loop line, there is 
always a train on the move.

21 BODMIN GENERAL
This model is set in the stream era of the early to mid 1950 and is a through 
working terminus on the line from Bodmin Road to the "withered arm" of Southern 
Railway at Wadebridge. It is based on measurements taken at the site. The main 
station building is still in existence as a railway preservation area. All other 
buildings have been covered in real stone gathered from the site.
The track work is made by PECO but all the points have been hand built using 
drawings/prints that have been reduced by photocopier and then constructed on 
top of the drawings using copper clad and code 55 rail.



All of the stock for this layout is "off the shelf" from Graham Farish, PECO and 
Dapol. N operating sequence can be used and this is based on the timetable of the 
latter part of this period.

22 HILLBROW 
Hillbrow is a first attempt at modelling a 009 narrow gauge layout.
A traditional base constructed from 9mm ply with 2x1 inch framing. The whole 
layout is supported by a pair of trestles obtained from one of the DIY outlets.
Trackwork is all by PECO with turnouts operated by wire in tube, A Gaugemaster 
Walkabout controller makes everything work.
Motive power is supplied by Minitrains, Roco, 3D printed bodies mounted on Kato 
motor bogies and some kit-built bodies on proprietary chassis. Number and 
Nameplates are by Narrow Planet.
Coaching stock is from PECO and Minitrains together with kits by Worsley Works, 
Meridian ad modified Egger Bahn products.
Wagons are all from the same origins.
Most of the buildings are kit built - some modified to fit the location, together with a 
few scratch built items. This approach was used to quickly get the layout up and 
running.
The layout is lit by LED strips - the layout fascia name was produced by Jurassic.
Hillbrow was featured in the March edition of Railway Modeller.

23 BLACKGANG
This layout was inspired by Plan2 "Expanding the circular branch line" in the Peco 
Setrack Planbook. A very simple scheme intended to turn the toy train set into a 
model railway.
Taking inspiration from the Isle of Wight, Blackgang is a fictional station on the 
central railway. Modellers licence allows the use of stock that might have been 
suitable for the island services. The coaches are from a 1960s Railway Modeller 
plan for adapting Triang Clerestories to represent the Brighton stock transferred to 
the island.
Having picked up a back-scene without close scrutiny it was found  to depict a 
winter landscape. This meant making trees without leaf cover, an adaptation of sea 
form was used to represent this effect.
In order to achieve automatic uncoupling on predominantly curved track, a Sprat 
and Winkle system was installed. This helps deal with a small clay source with a 
borrowed Beattie Well Tank.
Use was made of Ikea screws in the legs to support this basic layout which still has 
room for scenic details.



24 MILFORD ON SEA
Milford on Sea, I hear you say, does not have and never had a station. Well, that is 
very true, but there were schemes put forward in the late 19th and early 20th 
century to link Milford with the LSWR main line to provide a direct alternative to the 
Horse Bus from Lymington Town station. There was even a suggestion that the line 
could go beyond Milford in a tunnel under the Solent to the Isle of Wight - quite 
fanciful as the Solent is deep and the gradients would have been severe.
These plans were all part of a grandiose scheme to turn Milford (as it had been 
known since before the Doomsday Book) into Milford on Sea, a resort to rival, even 
surpass, Eastbourne. Some of the scheme actually happened, a number of hotels 
were built on the cliff top together with some grand hoses for the wealthy. Most of 
these have long since been bulldozed and replaced with blocks of apartments. One 
does remain, Westover House, now the Beach House pub. This has a railway link, 
it was built in 1897 for Alexander Siemens, the German industrialist and founder of 
the electrical engineering firm long associated with railways.
This layout depicts what might have been if the railway had actually arrived. I 
imagine it would have been a branch line, very much like the Swanage or 
Lymington branches - offering some direct services to Waterloo and some 
connections to fast trains to and from Bournemouth and Waterloo. It would have 
received the third rail and electric trains in the early 1960s.
The line survived to be part of the Southern Region of British Railways and is 
depicted here in the 1960s, with passenger, freight and parcels traffic operated by 
steam, green diesel and electric trains.

25 MILLPOOL
A highly fictitious and small rural GWR branch line terminus somewhere between 
Helston and Penzance. The hamlet of Millpool actually exists and in reality, is 
served by the railway a few miles away at Penzance. The layout was originally built 
by Tony Collins, a member of Andover Model Railway Club, as an exercise in 
minimum space but with a track plan that requires considerable thought when 
marshalling rolling stock. It has been extended and developed into its current form. 
The buildings are based on the following prototypes: Station on "Adelstrop" plans 
from the "GWR Country Stations" by Chris Leigh; Signal Cabin on "Bughclere" from 
a photograph in ""Didcot, Newbury and Southampton Railway" by Kevin 
Robertson and Roger Simmonds; Large Lamp Room and Store on "Tetbury"; 
Lamp Hut on "Lambourn"; Goods Shed on Hemyock"; Bridge on "Fairford"; all 
these from plans and photographs in "Great Western Branch Line Termini" by Paul 
Karau. Other items are based on no particular prototype. Although the layout is 
wired to run conventionally it now possesses the option of being operated with 
Digital Command Control (DCC) with locomotives enhanced with steam sound.



26 LEE-ON-THE-SOLENT
The layout was originally built by a professional model maker, Colin Hayward, as a 
result of taking a school party on a historical visit. It was one of the first examples 
of a layout built to P4 standards and it made its début at the South Hampshire 
Railway Modellers exhibition in October 1981. Colin kindly donated the layout to 
the East Hampshire Area Group of the Scalefour Society in 1993 and since then, a 
number of modifications have been made by various members of the group. The 
track work has been completely reconstructed and fully chaired on a removable 
sub-baseboard. The portion of track in the passing loop has been correctly 
represented with flat-bottom rail, ballasted with shingle as on the prototype. 
Turnouts are operated by means of Tortoise point motors. More recently, the 
"green" scenic work, station platform and line side fencing have been completely  
reconstructed and the beach has been added.
The layout today is presented around the time of grouping (1923) allowing both 
LSWR and SR stock to be run. Motive power includes an ex-LBSCR D1 class tank 
and Terriers. All are fully compensated. Rolling stock includes Gate stock sets and 
various coal wagons from local merchants. In the near future, it is hoped to model 
the original engines and the two composite coaches to allow representation of 
trains as used from opening through to 1909.

27 CLUB SALES STAND
Various items for sale by club members
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PRINTS
D E S I G N A N D P R I N T S T U D I O
FROG

hand stitched - hard back - coptic bound 
sketch books & journals 

      

pangolin_books       PangolinBooksUK  

Check Instagram for latest craft fairs or Etsy for online sales

in 
the

01425 827 842 07834 267 842

lucy@frogprints.co.uk         www.frogprints.co.uk

        

self carbonated bespoke order pads • leaflets • design 
bespoke labelling  • posters • business cards • wedding stationery

laminated / takeaway menus envelopes •  and much more
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